Observing the osmophobic effect in action at the single molecule level.
Protecting osmolytes are widespread small organic molecules able to stabilize the folded state of most proteins against various denaturing stresses in vivo. The osmophobic model explains thermodynamically their action through a preferential exclusion of the osmolyte molecules from the protein surface, thus favoring the formation of intrapeptide hydrogen bonds. Few works addressed the influence of protecting osmolytes on the protein unfolding transition state and kinetics. Among those, previous single molecule force spectroscopy experiments evidenced a complexation of the protecting osmolyte molecules at the unfolding transition state of the protein, in apparent contradiction with the osmophobic nature of the protein backbone. We present single-molecule evidence that glycerol, which is a ubiquitous protecting osmolyte, stabilizes a globular protein against mechanical unfolding without binding into its unfolding transition state structure. We show experimentally that glycerol does not change the position of the unfolding transition state as projected onto the mechanical reaction coordinate. Moreover, we compute theoretically the projection of the unfolding transition state onto two other common reaction coordinates, that is, the number of native peptide bonds and the weighted number of native contacts. To that end, we augment an analytic Ising-like protein model with support for group-transfer free energies. Using this model, we find again that the position of the unfolding transition state does not change in the presence of glycerol, giving further support to the conclusions based on the single-molecule experiments.